CBA Corona Chronicle
Issue #8
Special HUMOR Issue

For our 8th issue, we wanted to bring a smile
to your face during these pandemic times. We
have included contributions from our readers,
interspersed with some Jewish flavored
YouTube videos. As you would when reading
Torah, please scroll for content.

After this year's virtual seders, we can all relate!!
There are four types of people who use ZOOM
The Wise
The Wicked
The Simple
The One Who Does Not Know How to Mute
The Wise One Says:
I'll handle the admin features, the chat rooms, and email a transcript
from the cloud after the meeting.
The Wicked One Says: You asked me to schedule this meeting, so I
booked it for 6 hours, After all, the Haggadah says "He who
prolongs the telling of the story will be blessed."
The Simple One Says: Are you there? I can see you, but I can't hear
you!
The One Who Does Not Know How to Mute Says: Honey, I don't
know where your keys are. Right now I'm stuck on a Zoom meeting
with a bunch of idiots.
To The Wise One offer all of the optional features of Zoom
To the Wicked One say: If you had been in charge, we would still be
in Egypt.
To the Simple One say: Maybe you should try the call-in number.
To the One Who Does Not Know How to Mute say: Why should
tonight be different from any other night?
submitted by Ellen Franke

Mel and Groucho: the OBVIOUS choices for the
Mount Rushmore of Jewish Humor (the other two are up
for debate)

The 15 Commandments
Click

HERE

The Password is "Swordfish"
Click HERE

Our Coronavirus Strategy (G-d Help Us!)
The American Medical Association has weighed in on Trump's Corona
strategy: The Allergists were in favor of scratching it, but the
Dermatologists advised not to make any rash moves. The Gastroenterologists had sort of a gut feeling about it, but the Neurologists thought
the Administration had a lot of nerve. Meanwhile, Obstetricians felt certain
everyone was laboring under a misconception, while the Ophthalmologists
considered the idea short-sighted. Pathologists yelled, "Over my dead
body!" while the Pediatricians said, "Oh, grow up!” The Psychiatrists
thought the whole idea was madness, while the Radiologists could see right
through it. Surgeons decided to wash their hands of the whole thing and the
Internists claimed it would indeed be a bitter pill to swallow. The Plastic
Surgeons opined that this proposal would "put a whole new face on the
matter.” The Podiatrists thought it was a step forward, but the Urologists
were pissed off at the whole idea. Anesthesiologists thought the whole idea
was a gas, and those lofty Cardiologists didn’t have the heart to say no. In

the end, the Proctologists won out, leaving the entire decision up to the
assholes in Washington
Above article submitted by Marilyn Hochfield.

The Mohel
"Cutting edge" humor
from Seinfeld
Click HERE

Subtle and Slightly Cerebral
What's green, and hangs on a wall, and whistles.
I don't know... what? –
A herring
What do you mean, Green? –
You paint it green!
Why hanging on a wall? –
You hang it on a wall!
But no herring that I know of whistles! —
That's to make the answer harder to guess.
Classic Yiddish joke submitted by Irving Massey

A priest, a rabbit, and a minister walk into a bar. The rabbit says,
"Turns out I might be a typo."
Aha moment submitted by Deborah Greitzer.

From the ghetto to the shtetl!
Mashup of the trailer for You Got Served with Fiddler
on the Roof
Click HERE

Cartoon Corner

submitted by Joel Weiss

Jewish James Bond
Agent Oy-Oy 7

Click HERE

The Covid pandemic and what it really memes...

these memes
plus the Van Gogh
submitted by Beverly Spruill

Even Our Food is Funny
Kids have a close encounter
with Gefilte Fish
Ckick HERE

Joketoon

Insurance Against Being Jewish
The British do Yiddish!

Click

HERE

The Family Mashber (not a funny book!)
Book Review by Deborah Greitzer
The Family Mashber is not a funny book. It is written by Der Nister
(1885--1950), the Hidden One, a pseudonym that Pinchas
Kahanovitch used initially to escape conscription by the czarist
army. Like a Dickens novel, it is teeming with characters with ironic
names--The Kitten, Shmulikl the Fist, Yossele Plague, Sher-Ber
Girl Maker, and Ten Groschen Pushke. But, like a Dickens novel,
the odd names only accentuate the darkness that lurks behind
them. This is not a funny book.

Der Nister was born in czarist Russia in Berdichev, once in Poland,
in his time in Russia, now in the Ukraine. The first chapter of The
Family Mashber gives a thorough description of that city, a city in
which the majority of the population was Jewish. The fictional city is
called N. This opening chapter and descriptions of the
community...

READ MORE:
To download the full review,
click HERE

We hope you have enjoyed this special issue.
Please note that as we continue to move out of isolation, we will be
phasing out the Corona Chronicle and reverting back to our regular
monthly newsletter

To submit content for the next edition of the CBACC,
email us: info@congregationbethabraham.net

We would love to hear from you!

Click HERE for back issues of the Corona Chronicle
Click HERE to visit our Website with upcoming events and
information about CBA

